The main topic of this bachelor work are prepositions in written Czech of Czech Deaf
people. In the theoretical part of the work I have tried to define the problem of using correct
prepositions in Czech language and I have focused only on the localisation category of
prepositions such as a next to, on, above, in front of and between. I have shown (by examples)
how Czech language, Czech sign language and Signed czech express the spatial relationships.
I have focused on mistakes in using of correct prepositions in written texts of the American
Deaf people and the Czech Deaf people and I have noticed that the both groups have
significant problems in use of prepositions. Then I have compared czech textbooks for
hearing impared pupils and for the foreign learners of Czech language. The practical part of
the work brings new information about the situation of written Czech of the hearing impared
pupils and could be used as a basic material for closer analysis of this topic and further
research. I have worked out two researches whose results you can see in this part of the work
also. My informants were pupils of the seventh, eighth and ninth grade of the primary school
for the hearing impared in Prague-Radlice. The aim of the first research was to discover,
whether the pupils are able to create a gramatically correct forms of nouns following the
prepositions. The second research was focused on understanding of the semantics of the
prepositions refered above. The results of the first research have shown that pupils in my
sample group do not know, what falls of nouns follows after the prepositions given.
Therefore, the most common mistake in their written texts was incorrect forms of nouns and
incorrect forms of fall´s suffixes. The second research have shown that the pupils of my
sample group have improved their skills in connection of their raising age and that they have
had better knowledge of the semantics of prepositions. Anyway, they do not improve the
ability of creating gramatically correct forms of nouns following the prepositions.

